
Once upon a time there was a Golden Hummingbird, named for its particu-
lar round, flat head, its plumage shining like the rays of the sun, beautiful 
blue eyes and a long beak with which it enjoyed every morning the nectar of 
the richest and most varied flowers, it was a unique bird of its kind, small, but 
agile, body thin but not fragile, beautiful but not a bit vain, with a free soul, 
it enjoyed the sound of the water and the waterfall falling on the hard and 
polished stones, it danced in rhythmic and smooth movements with the 
buzzing of bees, he loved the wind like no other, he felt the breeze caress 
him, and every morning he sucked on his thin beak the duranta, the helico-
nia, the geraniums but his favorite was the bird of paradise , he moved so 
subtly and so quickly that even bumble bees, flies and beetles envied him, 
one would think that nothing in the environment would distract him from 
that magical moment, but there was something every morning apart from 
what he represented to him that elixir of plants that he also enjoyed and was 
to find Magenta a hummingbird of multiple colors with flashes of fuchsia, 
purple red and pink for him there was no other like her, with a tender and 
loving look, not very long beak but she managed to extract the food from 
the flowers, it flew not very high, and its fluttering was short but with grace, 
as soon as the Golden hummingbird saw it, it began its courtship, since it 
was its streamlined love song, the Golden hummingbird beat its wings with 
more force, hundreds times per second in free fall inspired as the most ... a 
complete madness of love, Magenta was not indifferent to such a beautiful 
spectacle that he always favored, Golden hummingbird's tail vibrated pro-
ducing an acoustic organ effect to attract and make Magenta fall in love .

But one morning at the same time and in the same place as usual Golden 
Hummingbird found Magenta, who had never come so early, surprised 
Golden hummingbird saw her sobbing, even if she covered her face with the 
flower branches, it would never happen unnoticed a millimeter of his body, 
he saw one of his injured wings and with a voice of concern and dismay he 
asks Magenta:
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- What happened to you? Does your little wing hurt a lot? - Golden hummin-
gbird asked her beloved, her eyes clouded by tears that reached first to the 
edge of her lower eyelids, and then fell on her beautiful face, at her tender 
age she did not understand what was happening, but Golden hummingbird 
tried to give her Strength, the noble hugs and words of the Golden Hum-
mingbird brought Magenta uncontrollably tears, her heart beat at 2,400 
beats per minute, double the normal.

Golden Hummingbird felt upset and sore, but not her body, but her soul, 
her heart was broken, she already knew pain through a foreign body, but 
that she loved as much as her own ... that of her beloved.

Calmada Magenta tells Colibrí Dorado that she suffered for her mother 
because her father the Rutilante hummingbird, who was nicknamed “Chi-
llón common” because of its rough and aggressive character, beat her 
mother when something bothered her, she tells Dorado's hummingbird for 
hours Life, already relieved Magenta looked calmer and more confident, 
listened confidently to her friend who repeated over and over that he would 
never allow something bad to happen to her, that he had to convince his 
mother to seek help in the meadow.

Magenta dizzily goes out to tell her mother what she learned from her 
friend, for the first time she flies so high that the Golden Hummingbird wat-
ches her figure fade amidst the blue sky and a rainbow as a symbol of hope 
and self-love.


